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We perform extensive lattice Monte Carlo simulations of protein folding to construct and compare
the equilibrium and the kinetic transition state ensembles of a model protein that folds to the native
state with two-state kinetics. The kinetic definition of the transition state is based on the folding
probability analysis method, and therefore on the selection of conformations with 0.4Pfold0.6,
while for the equilibrium characterization we consider conformations for which the evaluated values
of several reaction coordinates correspond to the maximum of the free energy measured as a
function of those reaction coordinates. Our results reveal a high degree of structural similarity
between the ensembles determined by the two methods. However, the folding probability
distribution of the conformations belonging to our definition of the equilibrium transition state
0.2Pfold0.8 is broader than that displayed by the kinetic transition state. © 2010 American
Institute of Physics. doi:10.1063/1.3485286
I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding protein folding, the process according to
which a linear chain of amino acids acquires its three-
dimensional native structure, remains a challenging problem
despite more than 70 years of dedicated research.1,2 A sig-
nificant part of the current knowledge on protein folding is
based on experimental i.e., real-world and computer inves-
tigations of small 100 amino acids, single domain pro-
teins, epitomized by the 64-residue protein Chymotripsin In-
hibitor 2. These proteins have been serving as “role models”
in fundamental studies of protein folding due to the two-state
character of their folding transition.3 Indeed, most of them
fold from the unfolded ensemble U to the native state N
without populating metastable intermediate states, a simpli-
fication which renders the analysis more tractable.
A two-state folding transition is generally represented
via a mass-action model between the two relevant mac-
rostates, UN, each macrostate being an ensemble of mi-
croscopic conformations with a certain enthalpy.4,5 The ob-
servation of two well defined thermodynamic macrostates
implies the existence of a high free energy barrier between
them, and two-state folding transitions are typically rational-
ized by means of the transition state theory TST. Accord-
ingly, the observed folding rate, kf, is proportional to the free
energy of activation i.e., the free energy difference per mole
between the unfolded and the transition states, G‡, through
the Eyring equation kfexp−G‡ /RT, where R is the uni-
versal gas constant and T is the temperature.6 To confirm the
two-state character of the folding kinetics, experimentalists
often analyze the so-called “chevron plots,” displaying the
folding rate in the presence of denaturant, kf
D
, against dena-
turant concentration D.3,7 For two-state transitions, a linear
relation must hold, −RT ln kf
D
=GD
‡
=GD=0
‡
−mD,
where m, a constant called the m-value, is related to the
average fractional change in the degree of exposure of resi-
dues upon unfolding. When an intermediate becomes kineti-
cally relevant, a “rollover” or downward curvature starts to
develop in this otherwise linear dependence as D is low-
ered. This rollover is the hallmark of the presence of an
on-pathway intermediate.
Apart from assuming chemical equilibrium conditions,
one standard extension of the TST also presumes that the
reaction’s progress can be captured by a reaction coordinate.
In essence, an ideal reaction coordinate would be a degree of
freedom that connects reactants and products along the
lowest free energy continuous path on the free energy surface
of the reaction; the highest free energy point along this path
is the transition state TS. Moreover, while in ordinary
chemical reactions, such as bond breaking in the gas phase,
the TS corresponds to a unique molecular structure, in pro-
tein folding the TS is formed by an ensemble of high free
energy conformations; it is therefore referred to as the tran-
sition state ensemble TSE.8,9
The structural characterization of the protein folding
TSE has been a central issue in protein science, but since
TSE conformers are short-lived they cannot yet be observed
directly in real-world experiments. A protein engineering
technique, termed -value analysis, was developed by Ferhst
and co-workers back in the late 1980s with the purpose of
solving the structure of the protein folding TSE.10,11 In the
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-value method, the degree of structure formation of indi-
vidual residues in the TSE is actually inferred from analyz-
ing the effect of single-site mutations on folding rates and
stability. The -value analysis has been extensively used to
investigate the TSE of many proteins,12 though the implica-
tions of a particular -value on the TSE geometrical traits
are still a matter of active research.13
Contrary to what happens in real-world experiments, it is
straightforward to isolate and directly analyze individual
TSE conformations in computer investigations of protein
folding, provided that a suitable reaction coordinate for fold-
ing is defined. Indeed, given an equilibrium sampling of a
free energy barrier, the equilibrium definition of the TSE
identifies it as the set of conformations of highest free energy
along the path of lowest free energy between the native and
unfolded macrostates. However, because proteins have many
degrees of freedom, the conformational changes proteins un-
dergo may be not perfectly captured in one- or two-
dimensional reaction coordinates.14–16 As a matter of fact, in
recent years several approaches have been proposed to try to
define a proper reaction coordinate for the protein folding
process, usually as complex optimized combinations not al-
ways suitable to be generally exported to a wide range of
simulation models or methods.17–19
Nevertheless, several simpler structural or energetic re-
action coordinates e.g., volume,20 the fraction of native con-
tacts, Q,21–23 total number of native contacts,22 the root mean
square deviation to the folded conformation, RMSD,24 or the
radius of gyration, RG,25 just to mention a few have been
proposed for protein folding, and their utility has been ex-
plored. For example, it has been claimed that Q is a good
reaction coordinate for proteins with smooth free energy
landscapes,26–28 and even though it is recognized as not be-
ing a perfect reaction coordinate, it is still used, as it also
happens with Rg or RMSD, specially in the context of
topology-based models.19,29–31
In general, however, structural reaction coordinates may
not necessarily measure how dynamically close one confor-
mation is to the native one i.e., the kinetic progress toward
the native state.32 Hence, difficulties in identifying the ap-
propriate reactions coordinate for folding creates an addi-
tional challenge for theorists and simulators aiming to study
protein folding in light of the TST.33 Therefore, it may not be
straightforward to accurately determine the folding TSE
from equilibrium sampling. In order to overcome this diffi-
culty, a reaction coordinate termed folding probability, Pfold,
has been proposed that encompasses a kinetic definition of
the TSE.14,15 For a strictly two-state transition, the TSE
would lie on a single stochastic separatrix between the U and
N states. Assuming that there is a way to classify conforma-
tions as being part of the U or N states, the TSE can be
defined as the ensemble of conformations for which the
probability to find the native state before reaching an un-
folded conformation is 0.5.14 In other words, for two-state
folding transitions, the TSE is the ensemble of conformations
for which the commitment probability Pfold is 0.5. Just like
the -value analysis in experiments with real-world proteins,
the folding probability analysis method has been extensively
used to investigate the TSE in computer simulations of pro-
tein folding.13,34–37 The Pfold method has one caveat though:
it is computationally costly.38
Here we perform extensive Monte Carlo simulations of a
simple lattice protein model to construct and compare two
ensembles of conformations representative of the TSE. In
one case the selection of conformations is based on the equi-
librium definition of the TSE and the resulting ensemble is
termed equilibrium TS. In the other case the kinetic defini-
tion of TS i.e., Pfold=0.5 is employed to construct the en-
semble of conformations which we label the kinetic TS. In
the following section we describe in detail the computational
procedures adopted in each situation. Afterwards we present
the simulation results focusing our analysis on a direct com-
parison between the equilibrium and the kinetic TS. In doing
so we search for similarities and differences between their
average energies and structures, as well as their kinetic traits
including the folding probabilities.
II. MODELS AND METHODS
A. The simple lattice model and the Gō potential
We consider a simple three-dimensional lattice represen-
tation of a protein molecule with chain length N=48. In such
a minimalist model, amino acids, represented by beads of
uniform size, occupy the lattice vertices and the peptide bond
that covalently connects amino acids along the polypeptide
chain is represented by sticks with uniform unit length cor-
responding to the lattice spacing. Figure 1 displays the three-
dimensional structure a and the corresponding contact map
b of the model system investigated here.
To mimic protein energetics, we use the Gō potential.39
In the Gō potential, the energy E of a conformation, defined
by the set of bead coordinates ri , is given by
FIG. 1. Three-dimensional representation a and contact map b of the
model system investigated in this study. Each circle in the contact map
represents a native contact. Circles that are close to the main diagonal rep-
resent local contacts i.e., contacts between beads that are close to each other
along the chain, while nonlocal contacts are represented by circles that are
located far away from the main diagonal. For maximally compact cuboids
with N=48 beads numbered from 0 to 47 there are 57 native contacts. The
relative contact order Ref. 44 of the selected target is 0.45, which trans-
lates in a predominance of nonlocal contacts. In the three-dimensional rep-
resentation, the C- and N-terminal beads are colored red and blue,
respectively.
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Eri  =	
ij
N
ri − rj  , 1
where  is the uniform interaction energy parameter and the
contact function ri −rj  is unity only if beads i and j form
a noncovalent native contact, i.e., a contact between a pair of
beads that is present in the native structure and is zero oth-
erwise.
B. Folding simulation details
In order to mimic the protein’s relaxation toward the
native state we use the Metropolis Monte Carlo MC
algorithm,40 together with a local move set that includes
corner-flips and end-moves i.e., displacements of one single
bead and the crankshaft move which involves the displace-
ment of two beads at the same time.41–43 At each MC step,
the probability of applying the Metropolis criterion to a par-
ticular chain displacement is 0.2 / N+6, if the displacement
involves moving only one bead, or 0.8 / 2N−3 if it involves
the simultaneous movement of two beads. Attempted random
moves which are discarded by excluded volume constraints
or fail the Metropolis rule are counted as MC steps. For the
calculations leading to the dynamic definition of the TSE and
the Pfold analysis, a MC simulation starts from a randomly
generated unfolded conformation and the folding dynamics
is monitored by following the evolution of the fraction of the
established native contacts Q. The number of MC steps re-
quired to fold to the native state i.e., to achieve Q=1.0 at a
given temperature is the first passage time FPT and the
folding time is computed as the mean FPT of 500 simula-
tions. The temperature T, which is kept constant in this
type of simulations, is measured in units of  /kB, where kB is
the Boltzmann constant.
C. Equilibrium sampling: Parallel tempering and
WHAM analysis
In addition, we want to study the thermodynamic char-
acteristics of the folding-unfolding transition for our model.
Thus, we have also used a simulation method which should
be able to properly reproduce the equilibrium distribution of
states for the system at every temperature under consider-
ation. Therefore, we have used a parallel tempering also
called replica exchange Monte Carlo simulation
algorithm.45 Parallel tempering allows surmounting free en-
ergy barriers as the replicas sample through the different
temperatures. Since, as already mentioned, we have chosen
to study the folding transition of a two-state protein, a rela-
tively large number of temperatures has to be used in order
to warrant a proper overlap of the energy distributions at
neighbor temperatures around the transition midpoint, and
the adequate sampling of the replicas through the different
temperatures. Thus, we have run 27 temperatures in parallel
from T=0.5 to T=1.04, in reduced units, each with 1010
MC steps after 106 MC steps of relaxation. Every 105 MC
steps, the exchange of two conformations at neighboring
temperatures has been attempted. The set of MC moves is
exactly the same we have used at the single temperature
simulations.
The free energy as a function of different possible reac-
tion coordinates has been computed using the weighted his-
togram analysis method WHAM.46,47 The WHAM uses
data from all the conformations sampled at different tem-
peratures to estimate the populations of the different ener-
getic states of the protein model. In this way, it is possible to
obtain statistically reliable results for the thermodynamic
properties, specially the free energy profile of the system at a
given temperature.
D. Kinetic analysis: Folding probability calculation
The folding probability, Pfold, of a conformation at a
given temperature is defined as the fraction of single tem-
perature MC runs which, starting from that conformation,
fold before they unfold.14 Because a Pfold calculation
amounts to a Bernoulli trial, the relative error resulting from
using M runs scales as M−1/2.48 Thus, in order to accurately
compute Pfold we consider 500 MC runs equally divided into
five sets of 100 folding simulations. The average value of
Pfold is computed for each set and the mean of all five sets,
together with its standard deviation, is evaluated. Each MC
run in this calculation stops when either the native fold Q
=1.0 or an unfolded conformation is reached. A conforma-
tion is deemed unfolded when its fraction of native contacts
Q is smaller than a cutoff value QU, which is calculated from
the free energy profile of the system at the desired tempera-
ture, as determined by the WHAM method. This fraction of
native contacts QU0.09, see below is considerably low
and therefore identifies states with minimal residual native
structure.
III. RESULTS
A. The simulation temperatures
In this study, folding is investigated at two different tem-
peratures: the optimal folding temperature, Topt, and the tran-
sition temperature, Tf. The optimal folding temperature is the
temperature that maximizes folding speed, and for the target
model investigated here Topt=0.65.49–51 The folding transi-
tion temperature also termed as melting temperature, Tm, in
the experimental literature is defined as the temperature at
which the denatured and native states are equally populated
at equilibrium.52,53 Experimentalists usually estimate this
transition temperature as the temperature at which the heat
capacity attains its peak value. Here, the heat capacity is
computed from the energy fluctuations at each temperature
considered in the parallel tempering simulations, Cv= 
E2
− 
E2 /T2. The peak value of the heat capacity curve is at-
tained at T=Tf =0.79.54 In the temperature range below the
folding transition temperature the native state is stabilized;
this is precisely what happens at Topt, which is lower than Tf
Table I. Indeed, the conformational distribution which is
equivalent to the energy distribution for the Gō potential of
our model protein is clearly bimodal at Tf but becomes
strongly shifted toward the native state at the lower tempera-
ture Topt.
54 Table I reports the kinetic information at the two
temperatures considered in this study.
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B. The equilibrium determination of the transition
state ensemble
To define the equilibrium transition state ETS, we start
by analyzing the dependence of the free energy on three
putative folding reaction coordinates, namely, the energy E
measured in units of , the radius of gyration Rg, and the
root mean square deviation with respect to the native confor-
mation, RMSD both measured in lattice units.
At Tf a clear peak is observed in the corresponding free
energy curves, indicating that for this model these particular
parameters are suitable though not necessarily perfect, as
mentioned in the Introduction reaction coordinates for fold-
ing at the transition temperature Fig. 2, top. Our choice of
the energetic and geometrical coordinates is motivated by the
fact that they are the most extensively used in simulation
studies of protein folding.29–31 The minima corresponding to
the folded and the unfolded states do not have the same
values for the free energy. This is due to the constraints im-
posed by the lattice, which create an extremely narrow mini-
mum for the folded state, where even the “wall” framing this
minimum from the left is missing, in comparison with the
wide and shallow unfolded state.
In the graphs at the left column in Fig. 2 we can also
appreciate the minimum for the unfolded state at an energy
value of about E=−5, indicating a small number of residual
native contacts in the conformations belonging to the un-
folded state. This minimum corresponds to a fraction of na-
tive contacts Q=5 /570.09, thus justifying the QU value
mentioned previously for the calculation of the folding prob-
ability, Pfold.
From these profiles, we can select the range of values
that identify the conformations belonging to the TS. There-
fore, by using the equilibrium definition, a conformation is
deemed a member of the equilibrium TS ETS at Tf if its
reaction coordinates fall in the vicinity of the peak of the
corresponding free energy curves, i.e., −29E−23, 2.05
Rg2.35, and 1.1RMSD1.55. This definition is simi-
lar, although not quantitatively identical, to that used
previously.26 The definition of the ETS is robust with regard
to changing these intervals provided they will enclose the
free energy peak and comprise the region where Pfold varies
rapidly with E, Rg, and RMSD see Fig. 6 top, for the energy
case, and its discussion later in the text.
TABLE I. Summary of kinetic and thermodynamic properties of the model
protein studied. The optimal folding temperature Topt is the temperature of
fastest folding, while the transition temperature Tf is the temperature at
which the heat capacity attains its maximum value. The folding time is
measured as the mean first passage time MFPT of 500 folding runs.
Topt log10MFPT at Topt Tf log10MFPT at Tf
0.65 7.110.02 0.79 8.420.03
FIG. 2. Free energy as function of energy left, radius of gyration middle, and root mean square distance right at the transition temperature Tf top and
at the optimal folding temperature Topt bottom. The regions enclosed between the dotted vertical lines indicate the values taken by each reaction coordinate
in the equilibrium transition state conformations, according to the definition used in this work.
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In practice, in order to build an ensemble representative
of the ETS, we randomly select conformations one confor-
mation per run from the final part i.e., from the last
5105 MC steps of independent folding runs at the desired
temperature. We keep only those for which E, Rg, and
RMSD simultaneously fall in the above ranges. By selecting
conformations from the last stage of the folding process one
is able to obtain a relatively large ensemble of transition state
conformations, and by selecting only one conformation per
run one guarantees that the selected conformations are not
correlated. At this temperature we have inspected a total of
15 115 conformations. Of these, 315 conformations meet all
of the cutoffs and thus they constitute the ETS, according to
our definition.
A different scenario is observed at T=Topt Fig. 2, bot-
tom where a peak in the free energy profile is only observed
for the dependence of the latter on the energy. As expected,
at a low temperature where the native state is clearly
stabilized,54 the free energy barrier from the unfolded state to
the TS is much lower than at Tf, and it only appears along
the energy coordinate. Thus, at Topt a conformation is con-
sidered part of the ETS if its energy E is such that −26E
−17. As a result of this “less strict” definition, the ETS
ensemble obtained at Topt contains a large number of confor-
mations. Indeed, 1194 out of the 8000 independent confor-
mations inspected at this temperature belong to the ETS. The
fact that the free energy peak is broader at this low tempera-
ture also influences the larger number of conformations se-
lected as part of the ETS at Topt. It probably reflects that the
energy is not a perfect reaction coordinate, especially at this
temperature, as we have mentioned before.
Finally, we observed that the structural properties of the
TSE at each considered temperature reflect the gross topo-
logical features of the conformations forming the pool from
which they originally belonged.54 This observation should be
taken into account in order to correctly construct an en-
semble of conformations representative of the TSE.
C. The kinetic determination of the transition state
ensemble
As mentioned in the Introduction, we use the Pfold analy-
sis method to construct the kinetic transition state KTS at
Tf and at Topt. The results at Topt have been already presented
in a previous paper.55 For each conformation we have evalu-
ated Pfold and the time mean FPT of 500 MC runs it needs
to achieve the native structure without passing through an
unfolded conformation i.e., any conformation for which Q
0.09; we term this quantity the forward folding time, tfw,
in order to distinguish it from the folding time as defined
before. Results plotted in Fig. 3 show the existence of a
considerably large stripe, formed by fast folding conforma-
tions, that makes a sharp turn downward at Pfold0.95 Fig.
3. This observation suggests the formation of a postcritical
folding nucleus which guarantees that folding is fast and
certain.56 At low values of Pfold this stripe widens up due to
the significantly lower number of conformations that are able
to find the native state prior to visiting an unfolded confor-
mation. Outside the main stripe there are a few clusters of
conformations which take a distinctively long time to find
the native fold; in particular, those with high Pfold are trapped
states. These will naturally be disregarded in our subsequent
analysis because they have particular structural traits such as
nonlocal non-native contacts formed with high probability,
which have been the aim of previous work13,55 that may
mask the structural characterization of the TSE. Anyhow,
these states represent a very small fraction 5% of the full
set of conformations considered, and therefore their real ef-
fect in the analysis reported below would be minimal if in-
cluded.
The main folding pathway contains all the conforma-
tions which fulfill the inequality tfw 2.75−0.75Pfold
105 MC steps i.e., those conformations located below the
solid line in Fig. 3. Although these conformations have been
selected from the final steps of the simulation runs, they
display all the possible values of Pfold. Therefore, according
to the adopted kinetic definition of the TSE, we have selected
453 conformations with 0.4Pfold0.6 that lie on the main
folding pathway.
The KTS obtained by the same method at T=Topt com-
prises 401 conformations which were selected from a total of
8000 analyzed conformations. Figure 3 also reports the Pfold
values, and the corresponding tfw, of the 315 conformations
representing the ETS at Tf. All of the referred ensembles will
be analyzed in detail in the following sections.
D. The transition state structure and the folding
nucleus
In order to compare the structures of the TSEs based on
the kinetic and the thermodynamic definitions, we have com-
puted the probability maps displaying the frequency of oc-
currence of the 57 native contacts in each considered en-
semble of conformations. Results reported in Fig. 4 top
show that at T=Tf the structure of the ETS is remarkably
similar, on average, to that of the KTS. Indeed, except for the
contact between beads 3 and 22 in the KTS which is not
displayed in the corresponding probability map, all the other
native contacts have a probability higher than 20% of being
formed in TS conformations. As expected, due to the native-
FIG. 3. The time necessary to reach the native structure without passing
through some unfolded conformation, tfw, for each conformation within the
ensemble of 15 115 conformations analyzed in this study at Tf. The green
dots highlight the 315 conformations belonging to the ETS at Tf.
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centric nature of the interaction potential employed, there are
not non-native contacts formed with a probability of occur-
rence higher that 20%.
The comparison of the TSEs at Topt also reveals a high
degree of structural similarity between both ensembles Fig.
4, bottom. At Topt, however, the number of native contacts
with probability of occurrence higher than 20% 44 in the
KTS and 47 in the ETS is lower than that observed at T
=Tf. The native contacts that are formed with very low prob-
ability in these ensembles are nonlocal contacts, showing
that at T=Topt the TSE is “more local” than the TSE at the
higher temperature T=Tf. As before, there are not non-native
contacts formed with a probability of occurrence higher that
20%.
We now focus our analysis on a particular subset of na-
tive contacts, which is that of the critical folding nucleus
FN. To this end we follow Shakhnovich and co-workers57
and define the FN as the set of native contacts forming with
high probability in the TSE. To favor the comparison among
the different ensembles considered in the manuscript, we
consider the FN to be constituted always by the same num-
ber of the most populated contacts in the TSE 13 contacts,
corresponding to about 20% of the native structure.56 This
set of contacts is marked with squares in the probability
maps.
The very high degree of structural similarity between the
kinetic and equilibrium TSEs that is observed at Tf allows us
to anticipate a very large overlap 85% between the kinetic
and the equilibrium folding nuclei at this temperature. In-
deed, at Tf the TSE is stabilized by a subset of native con-
tacts that are predominantly nonlocal and long-ranged e.g.,
6:31, 6:35, 8:35, 9:36, 11:32, 11:36, and 12:33.
At the optimal folding temperature Topt there is also an
overlap of about 77% between the kinetic and the equilib-
rium folding nuclei. However, in this case 40%–60% of the
contacts that make up the FN are local contacts e.g., 13:16,
28:33, and 32:35. The fact that the FN is more local at Topt
than at Tf explains the general observation that the TSE is
considerably more consolidated i.e., overall it has more na-
tive contacts formed with high probability at Topt than at Tf.
It is also interesting to observe how the native structure,
and the FN in particular, develops as the folding “reaction”
evolves. We have done that by comparing the probability
maps corresponding to ensembles of conformations with dif-
ferent values of Pfold at Tf Fig. 5. For very low values of
Pfold, i.e., at the very early stage of the folding process, it is
only the very local native contacts that are formed in more
than 20% of the analyzed conformations. Surprisingly, how-
ever, when Pfold increases up to 0.2, there are eight contacts
five of which are nonlocal formed with a relatively high
probability p0.5; these contacts belong to the FN. At this
stage of the folding process there is already a large overlap
77% between the 13 most probable contacts at Pfold=0.2
and the FN i.e., the 13 most probable contacts at Pfold=0.5.
From Pfold=0.5 onward, the protein’s native contacts display
a continuously increasing probability of being formed and
those forming the FN are definitely the most probable con-
tacts.
FIG. 4. Probability maps of the KTS left and ETS right at T=Tf top
and at T=Topt bottom showing the probability of occurrence of each con-
tact in the corresponding transition state ensemble. Only contacts with a
probability of occurrence higher than 20% are displayed. The contacts form-
ing the putative folding nucleus obtained from each TSE determination i.e.,
the 13 most probable contacts with p0.5 in each case are marked with
squares see text.
FIG. 5. Probability maps showing the native structure evolution along the
reaction coordinate Pfold at Tf. The contacts forming the FN are marked with
squares. Interestingly, 77% of the FN contacts are already formed with a
considerably high probability p0.49 at Pfold=0.2.
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We conclude that ensembles of conformations with Pfold
in the range 0.2Pfold0.8 share a common structural trait:
the contacts forming the FN or at least a very significant
part of these contacts are formed in these conformations
with very high probability. In light of this observation it is
not surprising that conformations with 0.2Pfold0.8 have
similar tfw Fig. 3.
At the very final stages of the folding process Pfold
1 most of the native contacts form with very high prob-
ability, p0.8, although there is some structural disorder on
the surface of the protein and close to the terminal residues.
E. Pfold analysis of the equilibrium transition state
We have shown that the average structure of the kinetic
TSE is remarkably similar to that of the equilibrium TSE.
Therefore, it is pertinent to ask if such structural similarity is
underlined by a kinetic similarity between the two en-
sembles. In other words, are the Pfold values of the confor-
mations representing the equilibrium TSE close to 0.5? In
order to address this question we have evaluated Pfold for
each conformation belonging to the ETS at T=Tf repre-
sented by the green dots in Fig. 3. Clearly, there is no shift
toward Pfold0.5 and, indeed, the distribution is rather uni-
form within the range 0Pfold1 with an averaged mean
Pfold=0.59 and a standard deviation=0.22.
In order to better interpret this result, we have computed
the mean average number of native contacts for the Gō po-
tential this is equivalent to the mean averaged energy
formed in each ensemble of conformations characterized by
some value of Pfold, and we have mapped the mean energy
thus computed onto the corresponding free energy curve
Fig. 6, top. We verify that conformations with Pfold=0,
which have a very small number of native contacts formed,
are mapped onto the unfolded state basin of the free energy
curve, while an opposite scenario holds for conformations
with Pfold=1, which are mapped onto the native state. At the
very top of the free energy barrier there is the ensemble of
conformations with Pfold=0.5. However, we can readily ap-
preciate that conformations with folding probability in the
range 0.2Pfold0.8 lie remarkably close to the maximum
of the free energy.
To check whether this observation is an effect of the
averaging process, we have analyzed the histograms for the
energy distribution of the ensembles of conformations with
Pfold=0 ,0.3,0.5,0.7 and Pfold=1, at Tf Fig. 6, bottom.
While the histogram associated with Pfold=0.5 is readily dis-
tinguished from the histograms corresponding to Pfold=0 and
Pfold=1, there is a considerably large superposition between
the energy histograms corresponding to Pfold=0.3, 0.5, and
0.7. Thus both the average values of the energy and the en-
ergy distributions show an impressive similarity. Altogether,
these observations suggest that the energy alone is not able to
distinguish among conformations with folding probabilities
in a rather wide range around Pfold=0.5.
We have carried out the same analysis for the other two
order parameters used in this work to identify the TSE,
namely, the radius of gyration and the RMSD, and the situ-
ation is even worse, in the sense described above data not
shown. As expected, it turns out that for the target model
studied here the energy is the parameter which “better” dis-
tinguishes conformations with different values of Pfold, de-
spite the shortcomings mentioned in the previous paragraph.
Hence, it is now understandable that ETS conformations,
which are chosen based on their geometrical traits, may have
different Pfold values, as observed in Fig. 3.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have performed extensive Monte Carlo simulations
to investigate the TSE of a small lattice protein that folds to
the native state with single exponential i.e., two-state kinet-
ics. More precisely, we have used two different computa-
tional methodologies, the Pfold analysis method and the
WHAM analysis, to construct two ensembles of conforma-
tions representative of the TSE at different simulation tem-
peratures. One ensemble, which we call kinetic transition
state ensemble, is characterized for having conformations
with folding probability 0.4Pfold0.6, while the other, the
equilibrium transition state ensemble, contains conforma-
tions sampled from the top of the free energy barrier i.e.,
conformations for which certain evaluated properties, the so-
called reaction coordinates, correspond to a maximum of the
free energy as shown by the WHAM method. For the latter,
we choose simple energetic and geometrical coordinates
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FIG. 6. Top The mean averaged energy of conformations within each
Pfold ensemble at Tf and its mapping onto the free energy curve. The energy
of conformations with 0.2	Pfold	0.8 lies very close to the region near the
peak of the free energy barrier enclosed by the thin vertical lines. Bottom
Energy distribution within the ensembles of conformations with Pfold=0,
0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 1. There is a very large superposition between the histo-
grams corresponding to Pfold=0.3, 0.5, and 0.7.
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which not being perfect reaction coordinates are still widely
used, specially for simple interaction models as that used in
this work.
The comparison of the two TSEs thus obtained reveals a
remarkably large structural similarity between them. Indeed,
the most structured region of the TSE i.e., the folding
nucleus in the two ensembles of conformations examined at
each temperature displays a large overlap 80%. We
stress, however, that this observation may, in part, be due to
the simplicity of the lattice model investigated here and that
it may not hold for atomistic models based on real interac-
tions.
We have also computed the folding probability of each
conformation forming the equilibrium transition state and we
have found a rather broad distribution of Pfold values for
these conformations. In order to interpret this surprising re-
sult we were expecting to find a shift toward 0.5 in the Pfold
values, we have determined the mean average energy of the
conformations with a certain Pfold and mapped it onto the
WHAM free energy versus the E curve. Not surprisingly, we
have found that the mean energy of the set of conformations
with Pfold=0.5 corresponds to the maximum of the free en-
ergy. However, we have as well found that conformations
with Pfold as different as 0.2 and 0.8 lie remarkably close to
the top of the free energy curve. It is important to mention,
however, that the average Pfold for the conformations belong-
ing to our equilibrium definition of the TSE is 0.590.01, in
spite of the large variability shown in Fig. 3 for the values of
the individual conformations. This result is similar to that
reported in Ref. 26, where the relation between the fraction
of native contacts and the folding probability was investi-
gated in the context of an off-lattice Gō model. It was found
that conformations with fraction of native contacts Q=0.5
have folding probabilities in a rather wide range 0.2Pfold
0.8.
When folding amounts to surmounting a considerably
high free energy barrier we expect to observe large variations
in the Pfold reaction coordinate near the maximum of the free
energy. The relationship between the free energy profile and
the behavior of Pfold close to the top of the free energy peak
will be the scope of future work.
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Figure S1: Heat capacity as a function of temperature, both in reduced units.
The peak at T = 0.79 indicates the transition temperature Tf .
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Figure S2: The conformational distribution of our model protein is clearly
bimodal at Tf (a) and becomes strongly shifted towards the native state at
Topt (b).
2
A note for the practitioner
In order to find an ensemble of conformations representative of the equilib-
rium transition state (ETS) at a certain temperature T0, it is necessary to
firstly locate the peak of the free energy curve as a function of several reac-
tion coordinates (e.g. energy, radius of gyration and RMSD), and then to
perform many independent MC runs at T0 from which conformations will be
selected only if their reaction coordinates satisfy the requirement of falling
on an interval centered around the peak of the corresponding free energy
curve. Since the sampling of such conformations may be scarce - it is dif-
ficult to sample high free energy conformations - one would be tempted to
apply the selection criteria established for temperature T0 to conformations
sampled from simulations carried out at a different temperature (e.g. from
the different replicas in parallel tempering simulations) in order to get a
larger sample, and therefore achieve better statistics. Here we show that this
procedure leads to wrong results. Indeed, in order to obtain an ensemble of
conformations representative of the ETS at a desired temperature T0, one
should only consider conformations sampled from MC runs at that particu-
lar temperature. In other words, conformations whose ‘reaction coordinates’
match the TSE criteria found from the free energy profiles computed at tem-
perature T0 but that are sampled from runs at different temperatures do not
form a reliable representative of the ETS.
As an example, we have considered the following pools of conformations:
i) the Tf pool, formed by ∼ 15115 conformations sampled from the last 5×10
5
3
MCS of single temperature simulations at T = Tf , and ii) the Topt pool,
formed by ∼8000 conformations sampled from the last 5×105 MCS of single
temperature simulations at T = Topt. Figure S3a shows the frequency map
of a putative ETS that is formed by the conformations of the Topt pool whose
reaction coordinates match the thermodynamic criteria established for Tf ,
termed ETS Tf(Topt), and Figure S3b shows the frequency map of a putative
ETS that is formed by the conformations of the Tf pool whose reaction
coordinates match the criteria established for Topt, termed ETS Topt(Tf ).
These frequency maps should be compared with the frequency maps for the
‘correct’ ETS at Tf and Topt (Figures 4b and 4d).
We observe dramatic differences between the structure of the ETS con-
structed from different pools of conformations. The ETS Tf(Topt) determined
by using the Topt pool (Figure S3a) shows considerably more local structure
formed than the ETS at T = Tf constructed from the Tf pool (Figure 4b).
Indeed, the putative FN obtained from the Topt pool does not exhibit the non-
local geometrical features of the TSE at Tf , showing equal overlaps (69%)
with the FNs obtained from the ETSs at T = Tf and at T = Topt (Figure 4d).
On the other hand, the ETS Topt(Tf ) obtained from the Tf pool (Fig-
ure S3b) displays a strong prevalence of non-local contacts, which is a struc-
tural trait typical of the TSE at the transition temperature Tf . Accordingly,
the calculated overlap of 85% between its putative FN and the FN obtained
from the ETS at T = Tf (Figure 4b), is higher than the overlap (69%) with
the FN determined at T = Topt (Figure 4d).
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Figure S3: Frequency map of a putative ETS at T = Tf obtained by averaging
over conformations selected from the pool at Topt (a) and frequency map of a
putative ETS at T = Topt obtained by averaging over conformations selected
from the pool at Tf (b). The corresponding putative FNs are marked with
squares.
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